Cloud

iT1 Cloud Services

Get Smarter Faster About Cloud
Let iT1 help you build the competencies
and maturity you need to take your next
steps in the cloud.

APPLICATIONS

Your Challenges:

WORKLOADS

DATA

SERVICES

Build robust, secure, and insightful
cloud strategies

Our Approach

Migrate applications and workloads
to the cloud

Pressure sometimes comes from the wrong places on why a

Support operational tasks such as
security, cost, and vendor management

IT leaders jump in “feet first,” only to find themselves

particular cloud model, technology, or service is the right choice.
backtracking within a year or two.

Leverage the cloud for data
management, backup, and recovery

At iT1, our approach is different.
We start with questions about your business goals then address

How We Help:

the applications, workloads, data, and services that need to be

Help set your cloud strategy and
educate and train you on cloud
best practices

delivered. Our practices focuses on four major phases of the
enterprise cloud adoption lifecycle:
• Adopt a Cloud Strategy

Design, build, migrate, and automate
secure cloud environments

• Tailor Enterprise Cloud

Right-size virtual machines, identify
underutilization, and overprovisioning

• Optimize and Manage Cloud Costs
• Ensure Uptime

Ensure business continuity and disaster
recovery
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Cloud
Cloud
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Our Cloud Practice
We want to earn your cloud business by helping you keep a firm focus on
your business goals, systematically explaining the processes and risks, and
helping you make the directionally correct decisions that will best serve your
interests.
Adopt a Cloud Strategy
Cloud Education Workshops | Cloud Readiness Assessment | Cloud Solutioning and
Planning Workshops

Tailor Enterprise Cloud
Migration and Infrastructure Services | Application Modernization | Process and Automation
Workflows

Optimize and Manage Costs
Cloud Cost Optimization Services | Cloud Cost Management Services

Ensure Uptime
Backup and Disaster Recovery Architecture | Disaster Recovery as a Service | Business
Continuity as a Service

Partnerships:

Ready to Get Started?
Turn your goals into a plan with actionable data and powerful insights
Contact connect@it1.com today.
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